
An automobile insurance enterprise: Use

CACTER Email Security Gateway System

as a Preferred Choice for Seamless

Connection to O365

Customer Background
An IT internet enterprise is a nationally recognized high-tech enterprise and a

major big data enterprise in China. Since its establishment, it has maintained

independent R&D and be customer-centered. Dedicated to automobile insurance

technologies and with powerful R&D strengths, it is committed to offering the

industry overall solutions to digital and intelligent automobile insurance management.

Product used: CACTER Email Security Gateway System

Customer Requirements and Pain Points
Standing out in the field of automobile insurance technologies, this enterprise

attaches great importance to email security as suggested by its regular employee

training about security knowledge.

CACTER Email Security Gateway System

Seamlessly connected to 0365

Enhance enterprises’ email
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It is understood that O365 used by this enterprise at present doesn't have the

functions for checking URL or protecting against malicious files, and this system

isn't sufficient for responding to different malicious emails. This system cannot

satisfy the enterprise's requirements for protecting email security. It is necessary for

this enterprise to select an email gateway with high cost-performance ratio and

powerful anti-phishing capacity, which can be swiftly connected for use.

“It is insufficient to protect email security by merely relying upon O365.

Otherwise, many phishing emails will still be seen in the local domain. Previously,

the Group was attacked by phishing emails, so we have put the purchase of an email

gateway on the agenda to strengthen protection of email security and take

precautions. ”——Enterprise Administrator

Solutions
This internet enterprise investigated the mainstream email gateways available

from the market. In view of its trust in Coremail and outstanding performances of

CACTER email security gateway system, it finally chose Coremail's CACTER email

security gateway system as its wall for email security protection.

Its administrator said,

"Previously, we conducted surveys, and found that Coremail's brand awareness

was high in the industry, so we gave priority to connect the gateway for trial use over

a period of time. We discovered that the cloud gateway performed very well in its

anti-spam and anti-phishing capacity. It almost put all malicious emails of the local
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domain in the quarantine or directly intercepted them. From them, feedback and

complaints have been rarely received from colleagues."

CACTER email security gateway system has been favored by this enterprise

because of the following reasons:

01 The gateway has powerful anti-spam, anti-phishing and anti-virus strengths
In reliance upon the Coremail Anti-spam Center, CACTER email security

gateway system can rapidly identify spams by machine learning algorithms and

models+expert review rules. With incomparable big data based technical strengths

in email anti-spam——it can effectively identify 99.8% spams.

02 The gateway is compatible with mainstream email systems and easy to install
in the systems

Although this internet enterprise used O365, no problem was encountered in

connecting the gateway to the email system. Instead, the gateway connection was

smooth. The administrator greatly recognized that it took a short time to connect the

cloud gateway without being sensed by the users. He replied,
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"It was quite smooth to connect the gateway. No problem was met in the

connection process."

Only steps have to be completed for deploying the CACTER email security
gateway system!

The main steps include easing restrictions upon connecting the cloud gateway to

firewalls and email systems. Then, keep records on modification of the domain name

(DNS MX). The operations are simple, and it would only take 5 minutes to connect

the gateway if fast. Besides, the CACTER email security gateway system is deployed

in the cloud without occupying hardware resources of the email system, and provides

independent protection for email systems.

It is compatible with other systems such as Coremail, Exchange, Gmail, IBM,

Domino and lotus notes apart from O365, to provide anti-spam, anti-phishing and

anti-virus services.

Customer Evaluation
Speaking of the overall score for CACTER email security gateway system, the

administrator of this enterprise gave 9 points (1-10 points) without hesitation. He

said,

"The anti-spam results of the cloud gateway satisfy our requirements and

expectations. The service team is also highly responsive. They can be always

available to answer all of our questions."
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As a pioneer in the field of email security, Coremail takes services as its

important development orientations while developing products and improving its

technologies and quality. Superior security products guarantee customers' email

security in their local domains, and its considerate services make Coremail's products

more trustworthy. Coremail strives to help customers improve their email security,

and takes firmer steps ahead.
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